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One-electron excitations, correlation effects, and the plasmon in cesium metal
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We study the dynamical electronic response of Cs at a first-principles level. The spatially localized 5p
semicore shell induces a physical interplay between crystal local fields and electron correlations, leading to a
novel, and relatively large, many-body shift of the plasmon energy. This effect, combined with that of one-
electron transitions into empty states near the plasmon energy, yields a plasmon dispersion curve which is in
excellent agreement with experiment for small wave vectors. In addition, our results feature a flat dispersion
for large wave vectors, in qualitative agreement with experiment.@S0163-1829~97!07504-8#
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The physics of alkali metals has attracted renewed at
tion in recent years, as several experiments reported find
which were in conflict with the belief that these metals we
well understood.1–5 Particularly noteworthy is the fact tha
the experimentally determined5 plasmon dispersion relatio
of the heavy alkali metals~Rb and Cs! is in complete dis-
agreement with the textbook behavior expected for
‘‘simple’’ metal.6 The high-resolution electron energy lo
spectroscopy~EELS! experiments of vom Felde, Spro¨sser-
Prou, and Fink5 revealed that, in the case of Cs, the disp
sion of the plasmon energy for small wave vectors is ne
tive. Moreover, for large wave vectors the dispersion relat
is quite flat, in marked contrast with the strong dispers
predicted by available electron-liquid theories for electro
in jellium with the bulk density of Cs,r S55.6. This situation
led to the tantalizing conjecture that the physics of Cs, wh
has the lowest valence-electron density of all elemental m
als, is dominated by strong electron-electr
correlations5—even the possibility of an incipient Wigne
crystal state has been raised.

Very recently, Aryasetiawan and Karlsson7 reportedab
initio calculations of the plasmon dispersion relation for t
alkali metals, performed within the random phase appro
mation ~RPA!.6 In the case of Cs, these authors obtaine
negative dispersion for small wave vectors, a result wh
was traced to the effects of the band structure.

The issue of the role played by correlation for electro
propagating in the actual band structure of Cs has not b
settled thus far. Phenomenological arguments have been
forth suggesting that the many-body effects strongly infl
ence the dispersion of the Cs plasmon.8 An opposite view-
point was held in Ref. 7. However, the value of the plasm
energy~vp! obtained by Aryasetiawan and Karlsson7 is too
high; it is about as high as that for jellium. Since the a
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electron calculations of Ref. 7 include contributions fro
both valence and core states, this feature must be a sign
of the physics left out by RPA response, namely correlati
This question, together with the ‘‘unwritten theorem’’ th
charge localization—such as introduced by the large
core—enhances the many-body correlations,9 calls for an in-
vestigation of these effects for real Cs.

In this paper we show that the electron-electron corre
tions enter the plasmon dispersion relation of Cs in a n
trivial way. The spatially localized 5p semicore enhances th
crystal local fields, and these in turn magnify the impact
the correlations, which in effect renormalizevp . Thus, while
one-electron transitions into final states lying just abovevp
are the root of the ‘‘anomalous’’ negative plasmo
dispersion,5 the correlation effect, which we treat via a verte
correction, must be accounted for in order to reproduce
measured dispersion relation for small wave vectors.10

The theoretical scheme used in the present work is sim
to the one we implemented recently in anab initio study of
the inelastic x-ray scattering spectrum of Al.11 The simplest
approximation for the irreducible polarizabilityx̃~x,x8;v! is
given by the RPA bubblex~0!~x,x8;v!, for which we have the
well-known Fourier representation

xG,G8
~0!

~q;v!5
1

VN
(
k

BZ

(
n,n8

f k,n2 f k1q,n8
Ek,n2Ek1q,n81\~v1 ih!

3^k,nue2 i ~q1G!• x̂uk1q,n8&

3^k1q,n8uei ~q1G8!• x̂uk,n&, ~1!

whereVN is the normalization volume andG is a vector of
the reciprocal lattice. The matrix elements in Eq.~1! were
evaluated by expanding the one-electron Bloch states
2068 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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55 2069ONE-ELECTRON EXCITATIONS, CORRELATION . . .
FIG. 1. Plasmon dispersion relation in C
Theoretical curves are for propagation along t
~110! direction, and refer to calculations in whic
the 5p states are assigned to the core. Resu
‘‘with ~without! expt. c.p.’’ include~do not in-
clude! the effect of the experimentally measure
core polarizability~see text!.
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plane-wave basis. The coefficients of such an expan
were obtained from the self-consistent solution of the grou
state in the local-density approximation~LDA ! of density-
functional theory.12 In the computation ofx~0! according to
Eq. ~1! typically we included 20 bands, sampled the Br
louin zone with use of 240 wave vectors in the irreducib
element, and introduced a broadening parameter given
h50.1 eV.

Contact with the EELS experiments of Ref. 5 is ma
through the density-response functionx~x,x8;v!.6 In particu-
lar, the energy of the plasmon for a given wave vector
obtained from the main peak in ImxG50,G850(q;v), which is
proportional to the dynamical structure factorS~q;v!.11 We
evaluatex by solving the integral equation it satisfies,13

x5x̃1x̃nx ~written in symbolic form!, wheren is the bare
Coulomb interaction. In the present work many-body effe
are introduced via a ‘‘many-body local field’’G~q!,13–15 or
‘‘vertex correction’’ f xc52nG, in terms of which

x̃215~x~0!!212 f xc . ~2!

The structure of Eq.~2! corresponds to an approxima
summation of the exchange ladders,15 and leads to a respons
function of the form

x5x~0!@12n~12G!x~0!#21. ~3!

Equation ~2! arises rigorously—with anv-dependent
vertex—in recent developments of time-dependent dens
functional theory, wheref xc is defined as the functional de
rivative with respect to the density of thetime-dependen
exchange-correlation potential.16 However, the precise func
tional form of this potential is not known; thus, current a
plications of the density-functional method typically resort
making an adiabatic ansatz, such as the popular ‘‘tim
dependent’’ LDA ~TDLDA !,17 in which f xc
5*d3x e2 iq•xdVxc(x)/dn(x), where Vxc(n) is the
n
d

by

s

s
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exchange-correlation potential obtained in an LDA groun
state calculation. An interesting feature of our findings is t
the crystal local fields induced by the Cs core actually pro
thenonlocalityof the vertex.

For clarity in the presentation we discuss our results
two stages. The first stage~Figs. 1 and 2! starts out from an
LDA band structure constructed with use of anab initio
pseudopotential18 in which the 5p shell is assigned to the
core;19 cf. the Xe 6s configuration of Cs in the Periodic
Table. In Fig. 1 we present results for plasmon propaga
along the~110! direction. As a useful benchmark, the figu
shows the dispersion relation for jellium~r S55.6!, obtained
in the RPA; the same is clearly in qualitative disagreem
with experiment5—it was precisely this situation which
prompted the conclusion that in Cs there may be a fun
mental breakdown of the existing theories of the respons
the interacting electron liquid.5 Two of our RPA dispersion
curves~f xc50! for band electrons are shown in Fig. 1; bo
are endowed with the ‘‘anomalous’’ features of the expe
mental data,5 namely negative dispersion for smallq’s and
flat dispersion for largeq’s. Now the dispersion curve which
ignores the polarizability of the core is manifestly inaccura
for q→0. Interestingly, the RPA result of Ref. 7~also shown
in Fig. 1! has a similarq→0 limit, despite the all-electron
nature of that work; we attribute this shortcoming to t
neglect of correlation effects—see below. The dispers
curve we obtained upon adding to the real part of the die
tric function of Cs the experimental value of the co
polarizability20 agrees with the data of vom Feldeet al.5 very
well, for all q’s.

Now, the EELS experiments of vom Feldeet al.5 were
performed on polycrystalline samples. Calculations for ot
directions result in dispersion curves which depend rat
sensitively on propagation direction for largeq’s.10,21 Fur-
thermore, many-body corrections to the RPA tend to low
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FIG. 2. Re«G50,G850(q;v) for Cs, for its jel-
lium counterpart, and their difference, calculate
in the RPA. The wave vectorq is along the~110!
direction ~uqu50.14 a.u.!. Dashed curves are ex
plained in the text. The right panel is a blowup o
the left panel in the vicinity of the root of
Re«G50,G850(q;v)50. The inset shows the cal
culated density of one-electron states~the 5p
states are assigned to the core!.
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the dispersion curve for largeq’s, as illustrated by the
TDLDA result given in Fig. 1. For all of these reasons w
feel that the quantitative agreement between our RPA res
of Fig. 1 and the data of Ref. 5for large q’s is less signifi-
cant than the fact that our results are nonjelliumlike, i.e.,
plasmon is rather dispersionless, for large wave vectors
would be very interesting for EELS experiments to be p
formed on a Cs single crystal; this would help clarify t
band-structure effects behind the anisotropies present in
calculated spectra20,21 and also the nature of the many-bod
correlations for largeq’s.

The drastic difference between the plasmon dispers
curves for band electrons and for electrons in jellium is
plained in Fig. 2, which centers on the effect of theunoccu-
pied band structure on the position of the root
Re«G50,G850(q;v)50—an alternative definition of the en
ergy of the plasmon for a givenq. The prominent spike due
to one-electron transitions into apd complex22 lying at
;1–2 eV aboveEF ~see inset! is clearly the leading spectra
feature. It may then seem that the anomalous dispersion
tained in Fig. 1 is due to those transitions, which would ma
the present problem akin to the classic case of the 3.8
plasmon of Ag. However, this is not the case. The sh
dashes in Fig. 2 show the result we obtained upon elimin
ing from Eq. ~1! all states lying higher than 2.5 eV abov
EF ; it is apparent that, in the absence of those transitio
which are dominated by ad complex22 lying at 3–4 eV
aboveEF ~see inset!, the root of Re«G50,G850(q;v)50 is
the same as in the case of jellium. The fact that this b
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complex lies so close tovp explains its importance, the sma
spectral weight of the corresponding transitions in Fig.
notwithstanding. Finally, we note that the intensity of the
transitions grows withq ~not shown here for brevity!, and
this enhances the downward shift of the energy of the p
mon relative to its value for jellium—hence the ‘‘anom
lous’’ dispersion obtained in Fig. 1.

Now, the role played by the Cs core in Fig. 1 was simp
to provide a polarizable background which loweredvp by
;0.5 eV.23 However, the collective response of Cs bears
more fundamental imprint of the presence of the polariza
core, a consequence of the dual enhancement of many-b
correlations and crystal local fields to which it gives rise.

This finding is addressed in the ‘‘second stage’’ of o
calculations, which start out from the construction of anab
initio pseudopotential in whichthe5p orbitals are treated as
valence states. ~The new pseudopotential was produced
the ionic configuration 5p6, 6s0.7; we did not introduce an
additional projector for the 6p states.24! This allows us to
treat the semicore states on the same footing with the ‘‘c
ventional’’ valence states in the evaluation ofx~0! according
to Eq. ~1!. The main modification required in our procedu
to handle these rather localized states is the use of a la
number of plane waves: the kinetic energy cutoff is now
Ry, while in Figs. 1 and 2 we used 8 Ry.

The left panel of Fig. 3 shows the plasmon dispers
curve obtained from a scalar version of Eq.~3!, in which
xG50,G850 is evaluated from the knowledge of just th
G5G850 element ofx~0!. Such solution is said to ignore th
r

tes.

he
la-
e-
FIG. 3. Plasmon dispersion relation in Cs fo
small wave vectors along the~110! direction. The
5p semicore states are treated as valence sta
Right ~left! panel includes~ignores! the crystal
local fields. Theoretical curves are labeled by t
vertex correction used in the respective calcu
tion; see text. Inset: calculated density of on
electron states.
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55 2071ONE-ELECTRON EXCITATIONS, CORRELATION . . .
‘‘crystal local fields,’’ i.e., the contribution to the screenin
from density fluctuations of wavelengths comparable w
the lattice constant. Dispersion curves computed in the p
ence of the crystal local fields are shown on the right pa
Both panels include three sets of calculations, each set re
ring to a different approximation for the electron-electr
correlations. These are, respectively, the RPA, which igno
correlation altogether, the TDLDA, whosef xc was defined
below Eq.~3!, and Vashishta-Singwi~VS!.14 The compari-
son between the two panels is quite striking, as it reveals
presence of a sizable many-body effect forsmallwave vec-
tors.

We explain this result in two steps. First we note that
full calculation proceeds via the evaluation of the polar
ability matrix xG,G8

(0) , with a subsequent inversion of the m
trix @12n~12G!x~0!#21 to yield the responsexG,G8 , whose
G5G850 element gives the loss spectrumS~q;v!.11 Recall-
ing the labeling convention xG,G8(q;v)[x(q1G,q
1G8;v) we recognize that, through the process of mat
inversion, there is a ‘‘feedback’’ betweenlargewave-vector
argumentsq1G in x~0! and thesmallwave vectorq of the
plasmon. Now, the crystal local fields by themselves shift
energy of the plasmonupwards, as can be seen by comparin
the RPA results in both panels of Fig. 3. This is a kinet
energy~or electron-gas pressure! effect. That the shift is to-
wards higher energies can be understood by analogy with
positive dispersion of the uniform electron-gas plasmon aq
grows from zero.

The introduction of a vertex correction in Eq.~3!, in con-
junction with this ‘‘mixing’’ of large and small wave vec
tors, induces a competing effect, i.e., adownwardshift of
vp . This effect is consistent with the physical interpretati
of the many-body local field factorG(q)—the same ac-
counts for the presence of an exchange-correlation h
about each screening electron, which clearly weakens
screening. From the numerical viewpoint we have that
factor @12G~q!# tends to screen out the Coulomb interacti
in Eq. ~3! for typical argumentsq1G entering the matrix to
be inverted, and this weakens the ‘‘restoring force’’ respo
sible for the collective motion—thus the many-body shift
lower energies.

It is important to note that what is new here is that t
above effect occurs for small wave vectors, and this is
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because of the intrinsic matrix nature of the response in
presence of the 5p semicore. Indeed, for a scalar respon
the effect vanishes, asG(q)→0 for q→0. We stress that
when the 5p states were kept in the core~Fig. 1! we obtained
identical results whether Eq.~3! was solved as a matrix equa
tion or not. In other words, the presence of the semic
enhances the crystal local fields, and with them an interp
sets in between one-electron excitations for the large w
vectors contained inx~0! and the plasmon response for sm
wave vectors.

We note that the VS vertex used above is one of the m
corrections to the RPA introduced over the years for
homogeneous electron gas. This particular vertex func
has the appeal of its intuitive physical derivation;13,14further-
more, it has been parametrized as a simple function oq,
which makes it easy to use. The important ‘‘generic’’ featu
of the VS f xc~q! is its realistic wave-vector dependenc
other approximations are expected to yield similar result25

By contrast, the local approximation renders the TDLD
vertex inherentlyq-independent in the absence of crystalli
ity. The results of Fig. 3 clearly improve with the inclusio
of nonlocality in the vertex.

In conclusion, we have shown that the measured disp
sion relation of the Cs plasmon5 contains a built-in signature
of the many-body correlations between the electrons. Th
correlations, together with the crystal local fields, are e
hanced by the spatially localized core. A rather simple
scription of the many-body effect, combined with an acc
rate treatment of the one-electron transitions nearvp , yields
quantitative agreement with experiment for small wave v
tors. The physics discussed in this paper should be of
evance for a variety of systems, particularly those with e
tended semicore states.26
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